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Meetings

OK, I know it looks like a German armored car that lost several sets of
wheels, but there IS a rational explanation for this, I promise you and you’ll
find it in the E.C.P.M. Display Case section on page 13.

Meeting Debriefing

- by Jeff Maples
In Attendance: (The Chlorine
Seventeen) David Mohr, Dennis
Korn, William Reese, David Stiteler,
Joe Gray (and his wife, Alice), Rod
Huyett (with his wife Melissa), Andy
Fulcher, Jim Gower, new member
Dennis Morey, Chuck Colucci, new
member Steve Stoeltzing, Robert
Brackin, Mark Gray, Jeff Maples,
Steve Kasza, Marshall Smith, and
last/least Alan Welch.
Officer’s Reports:			
Dennis Korn – Registration: As of
the meeting date, the online registration has 7 builders who have registered a total of 20 models.

up to 12 registered vendors for
DownEastCon. Most are kits that
vendors collect from other estates
and resell. A few of the vendors are
selling their own stash from the
closet. Plus, we have a couple of
brick and mortar reps as in Hangar
18 and Blue Ox Games.
Mark Gray – AMPS: Mark Gray’s
new column appears this month on
page 6
Mark Sandvigen – IPMS: Mark S
was not present at the May meeting,
so Alan Welch stood in for him and
told members that they should think
about joining IPMS if they haven’t, yet.
(continued on page 5)

Contact & meeting info on regional
model building groups and info on
upcoming cons and other events.
New Bern Maritime Modelers Guild.
Meeting location: 585 Broad Creek
Road, New Bern, NC the second Saturday of each month at 12:00 noon.
For up to date info on their meetiing: https://www.facebook.com/
nbmmgnc
Wilmington, NC Plastic Modelers
Meets at the New Hanover
County Public Library, Osprey
room, 3802 S. College Rd, 1st
Saturday, 2:00 pm Wilmington
https://www.facebook.com/
groups/117277425006833
Jacksonville NC Plastic Modelers
meet every third Wednesday at
7:00 pm at The Hobby Chest, 345
Western Blvd, Jacksonville, NC. The
Hobby Chest carries a great selection of hobby kits and supplies and
is a grand center for tabletop gaming
activities. https://www.facebook.
com/groups/1319666224752922
(continued on page 2)

Jeff Maples – Vendors: We are now
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Events

(continued from page 1)
IPMS Eagle Squadron General
meeting on the second Sunday at
1:00 pm - 3:00 pm at the American
Legion Post 116 in Fuquay Varina
and an Informal Build Night, Hangar
18 Hobbies in Cary the last Wednesday of each month from 6pm-8pm.
https://www.facebook.com/IPMSEagleSquadron
Carolina Maritime Model Society
Next meeting will be 2 at the North
Carolina Maritime Museum, 315
Front St., Beaufort, NC, meeting time
and date TBA. This group builds
ships and boats and the museum is
a great meeting space.https://www.
facebook.com/CMMSNC

Con Roundup

Saturday, 18 June, 2022
2022 South Carolina
Scale Model Mega Show
“The Atomic Age”
SCNG Armory
Bluff Road in Columbia, SC
https://scmegashow.com

Penske PC-6 Continued

Part 2 – The lessons provided by experience continued -by Dennis Korn

I tend to bounce all over the place
when building a model. Work on
the front suspension a little, then
the engine, then the body, then tires
. . . just can’t stay focused . . . but
really just waiting for something to
dry is the usual excuse. I mentioned
the aftermarket shocks for the rear
suspension from RB Motion, but on
the front suspension (most of which
will not be seen) I did not like the
kit part for the shock absorbers, so
I made my own from plastic parts,
wire wound around a bolt, and wire
insulation. This is good practice for
making my own for a model where
they will be seen. I also worked on
the rear suspension and replaced the
kit shocks with the RB Motion aftermarket ones. These need to be assembled, but it was not difficult and the
results are amazing. Painting them
once assembled was a challenge, but
the results really stand out.

Out-of-the-box front shock absorber,
nothing really exciting, almost as if
it’s waiting for something to be done.
Actually, waiting for anything to be
done, sheesh!

Homemade replacement parts coming together, a little of this and a
pinch of that . . .

Now onto the tires. Now that we have
more car model enthusiasts in the
club, I have fellow modelers that can
feel my pain when you get crappy
tires in a kit. This kit included tires
Saturday, July 9, 2022
for the rear that were molded in
DownEastCon 2022 (CATCH ’22)
two pieces. The fronts are one piece
but with raised lettering that must
Havelock, tourist and Event Center
be sanded off. For the rears (sorry I
201Tourist Center Drive
didn’t take a before photo), I used a
Havelock, NC 28532
www.ecpmod.com/downeastcon-2022. rubber cement that was suggested
The finished product, like a weak
to me to glue them together. This
html
poker hand holding a pair of shocks.
cement not only held them together
nicely, but allowed me to sand then
July 20-23, 2022
down and get a clean finish. I’m
“IPMS NATIONALS”
waiting to finish the wheels before
La Vista Conference Center
I decal the tires and can show you
12520 Westport Parkway
the finished product. The tires and
La Vista, Nebraska 68128
wheels were assembled (after I tried
painting Molotov chrome through
Saturday, October 1, 2022
my airbrush . . . which worked great
BeachCon 22
except with deep wheels . . . two attempts and still not happy). I then
“The Best of the Beach”
applied the Goodyear decals and can
800 Gabreski Lane
Here’s the aftermarket replacement
say I was not totally happy with the
Myrtle Beach, SC
rear shock absorber, now THAT’S
results. This was the first time I have
www.grandstrandscalemodelers.org/
(continued on page 3) what I call a shock!
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Penske PC-6

(continued from page 2)
used decals on tires, so the learning
curve is steep for me and I will do a
better job on the next model.

The engine and trans axle assembly could really use an aftermarket
resin replacement, but I like to work
with what I get in the kit, so we will
detail some things I did to improve
the kit. The engine block goes together simply enough, but there was
some filling work to do in spots. The
intake trumpets are shown mounted
upside down in the instructions,
so that must be corrected and the
intake manifold needs to be drilled
for two additional mounting holes.
The intake trumpets need rubber
hose added to allow slight movement
during vibration (they would not be
mounted solidly), so I need to make
up some small rubber pieces to slide
over the intake trumpets. I used heat
shrink tubing that I shrunk around
an appropriately marked toothpick to
get the right size. I then used a Posca
sliver pen to draw in the clamps. It’s
rough but it will look okay from any
viewing distance. I also added spark
plug wires and used more heat shrink
to cut out the grommet that surrounds the plug wires where it enters
the cylinder head cover.
Moving forward on the engine/
transaxle package, I added the intake
plenum, the turbo, intake trumpet,
and added the piping for the blowoff valve (not included in the kit),
which is made of solder. This was real
challenge because there is little room
for this added detail and I spent
significant time fiddling with it after
mounting the rear suspension onto
the transaxle. I added another piece
of shrink wrap to simulate the connection between the turbo and the
intake plenum. I tried to hand paint
the hot metal of the turbo exhaust,
but failed miserably . . . next time I
will plan ahead and airbrush it with
the exhaust headers. But the engine/
transaxle assembly is good to go and

Using the right adhesive makes all the difference . . . even so, decaling tires
sucks. Did I mention that decaling tires sucks? Yes? Ok . . . .

since you will not see most of it, my
learning experiences will be hidden.
Now moving onto the main chassis.
After painting the first color (interior
aluminum – using Vallejo Metals) I
started on the roll over hoops. The
front one needed some added detail
at the attachment points and the rear
one needed the rear supports added
and attachment points. All painted
gloss black (Tamiya) and then
chrome (Molotov). I tried something
new for the seat. I glued some tissue
paper down over the plastic (after
sanding off the cast in seat belts) and
then painted it rubber black (Tamiya). I added some aftermarket seat
belts and hardware (made the lower
crotch belts out of blue ribbon), but
was not totally impressed with my
efforts. n (continued next month)

(above) Using shrink wrap to make
rubber hose connections, and
experience model builder will expand his horizons to unusual tools
and materials. . . . . . now where
did that ballpeen hammer go?
(below) The engine wired and
ready for more parts applications.
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A Tale of Two Modelers
by David Stiteler

was always finding flaws in the other
models and not hesitating to point
those out to whoever was near him as
if it was important to pass on those
failings to avoid future errors.
He may have been knowledgeable on
the subject matter, but his arrogance
got in the way. I admit, I would have
to say he was a master modeler, but
I didn’t appreciate being reminded
of it every model meeting he was
in attendance. I know others in the
club felt the same way. And another
thing…don’t ever point out to him
that something wasn’t just right. As
far as he was concerned, he was never
wrong. Good grief!

I started building models when I
was five years old. My father was
responsible and became my first
mentor. Over the years as I continued to build models, I found other
mentors wherever I ended up. As in
any hobby, like-minded people will
get together and there will always be
someone a little older, wiser, more
experienced that is willing to pass
on tricks and tips to those less wise
or experienced and willing to learn.
They are the mentors. They are the
ones I love to sit and listen to and
show techniques and the skills that I
wish to master. In a hobby like modeling, one can never be too old to
learn something new. But there are
different ways to learn this hobby.

new member to the club and when
I first met him at a club meeting, he
brought in a beautiful 1/48th scale F4B/N Phantom he had just finished,
and I was in love. The Phantom being
one of my favorite aircraft, and later
the first plane I got to work on when
I joined the Air Force, he had my
full attention when he described the
building process, the modifications
he made, the pros and cons of the
kit and his decision for the markings
and paint scheme. I was impressed
with the quality of his work and his
presentation. I felt that this was a guy
I should get to know better because I
could learn something from him.

Now, let me bring in Bill. A very
mild mannered, laid back and quiet
gentleman, Bill was a little older than
some of us and quite a bit wiser. He
was also a veteran; a retired aeronautical engineer and it was rumored
that he worked for the Skunk Works
at Lockheed. He may have also had
something to do with the CIA, NSA
or some other outfit that dealt with
super-secret stuff. When asked about
his background, he would just smile,
stuff his pipe with tobacco and reply,
“Oh, a little of this…a little of that.”
As I said, really laid back.
Bill was truly a master modeler. His
work was museum quality, truly
works of art. To give you an example,
when Bill decided on a project, for
instance a 1/48th scale British LB30 Bomber, he would begin first by
buying three kits in the scale from
different manufacturers, if available,
then stick them up in the closet for
a while…about 6 months. For those
that are not aware of what an LB30 is, it was the British version of a
modified B-24D, specially built for
Winston Churchill during WWII.
There is no version of that plane
in existence in kit form. It must be
scratch built. And in the mid 1980’s,
options were limited.

A friend of mine from work that
introduced me to the club knew
This is a true story of my experience
Dave for years and warned me about
with two modelers that I got to know
who he really was. I later found out
over time. I know both individuals
what he meant. When Dave walked
from a club I belonged to years ago.
into the meetings with a finished
To steal a few lines from the old telemodel in hand, he walked in like he
vision show Dragnet, the names have
was God’s gift to modeling. If there
been changed to protect the innocent
were other models on the table being
(or guilty). Both became mentors to
displayed for the meeting, he always
me, but for very different reasons.
found a way to place his front and
center. His presentation on his kit
First, I’ll introduce Dave. He was a
seemed to always be first, and afwriter or editor for an oil industry
ter the business of the meeting was
publication and was a Vietnam vetover, and we all were just admiring
After acquiring the kits he would be
eran. Most of his interest was in airthe models and sipping our coffee,
eventually cutting up to build this
craft from that era. I was a relatively
enjoying casual conversation, Dave
(continued on page 6)
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Meeting
(continued from page 1)

Marshall Smith – Treasurer: We
started April with $4,332.68 and we
got $9.16 from PayPal (who takes 84
cents). We wrote a check for $60 to
the storage unit so we ended April
with $4,281.84. As of May 20th, we
have $4,192.36 due to a $60 storage
rent fee and $29.48 for printed copies
of the IPMS Guidelines.
Alan Welch – DownEastCon Catch
’22 Lead Chairman: He called for
volunteers to help carry boxes in for
the vendors and David Mohr (raffle).
We open the back doors for vendors
at 7:00 a.m. and the front doors at
9:00 a.m. We’ll not need to set up the
night before as the Havelock Center
will set tables up and ready to go as
per our supplied layout. Also, we’ll
have the registration at the front with
3 lines – Paid Online/Pre-registered,
Unpaid/not registered, and guests.
David Mohr – Raffle: David is going
to the storage unit the night before
the contest and load up his trailer
with the donated kits. He will double
check that at home before bringing
them in Saturday at 7:00 a.m.
Unfinished business/open questions:
Joe Gray the question, “Do ECPM
members have to pay a registration/
entry fee for DownEastCon Catch
’22? The short answer is Yes. It was
discussed amongst the members that
it is only $10 for 8 models, and that
was reasonable. Joe, being a judge,
liked the idea of limiting the entries.
Steve K announced, for those who
did not see on Facebook, that Bob
Letterman passed away last Monday
at 87 years old from cancer. Bob was
the L in VLS Corporation which sold
aftermarket items for kits and dioramas. Steve was close with Bob as a
mentor and helped Steve understand
the business end of the hobby.
David Stiteler is building a 1:48
Hawk 81-A-2 (P-40) with Lt. Ken
Taylor’s markings from Pearl Harbor.
He asked who has decals for such a
build and William R said he has them

- Taylor’s 155 markings - from that
fateful day. When David asked William how much money he wanted for
the decals, William replied, “Nothing. I want you to get it finished!”
Laughter was heard all round as
David S has a tendency to build slow.
Voting for the new title of Show ‘N
Tell: As advertised in the April 2022
newsletter and a group email to all
members, we had a contest to rename the newsletter section formally
called Show ‘N Tell to something…
well…classier. All members were
given until 11:59 pm of Wednesday,
May 18th, to email Alan W with
their suggestion(s). The majority vote
entry will win 2 Hobby Chest tokens
valued at $10 each.
All of the members’ entries were then
put on a voting ballot and passed
out to each of the 16 active members
present at the May meeting where
they got 1 vote with 1 choice.
The entries on the ballot were as follows:
Show ‘N Tell (in case no one wanted to
change the title)
The New Bern Bare Bear Builds
Putty Buddies				
The Display Case			
Sealed, Sanded, Decaled. I’m Yours.
This Month in Modeling			
The Bad New Bern Builds		
All the News of Kits that Fit		
The ECPM Workbench			
The Guud, the BBad, & the F-Ugly		
Spotters Post
With the ballots being very carefully
counted by Marshall, the winner was
announced. Surprise! The Guud, the
BBad, & the F-Ugly did (not) win.
However, we did get a majority winner with Alan Welch’s The Display
Case. Congratulations, Alan, you’ve
done Guud.
Judging Class:
Steve K (our fearless Head Judge
for DownEastCon Catch ’22) at last
month’s meeting started to prepare
Judging Class #2 (for today’s meeting) by asking members to bring in

not just a Display Case model but
other models they have built and
in different genres for today’s May
meeting. These models would be
used as judging tools for the May
meeting class.
Many members were listening as
Steve had a table full of models that
will be used for learning the procedure on how to judge at an IPMS
contest. We had an example of every
Class represented in front of the student judges.
Since time was limited and this was
just a class, Steve put all the models
into their own Class and category
(where applicable) plus disregarded
the model’s scale. So, we had groups
separated as tanks, jets, single engine
prop, cars, and figures/dioramas.
There was one ship, one 1:8 figure,
and one 1:48 multi-engine that we set
aside as there were no other models
to compare them to. (Editor’s Note:
In an actual IPMS contest, if there
was only one registered model in an
assigned category on the table, that
model would automatically receive
a Gold medal. In Jeff M’s case, he
brought his single 1:8 Superman
build for judging class and told Steve
that he should get all 3 medals, but
Jeff was reminded that there are no
Sweeps. So, Jeff was happy with a
Gold and Silver. Yea!).
There are nine members that were in
class today and Steve divided us into
groups of 3. This worked out well as
this is usually the size of a judging
group at a contest – an odd number
so no ties when voting, and one host
chapter member is the Lead Judge for
that group.
Steve first went over the basic procedure of how to judge at an IPMS
show. Basically, you are looking over
the entries with a keen eye to find
the 3 models to win Gold, Silver, and
Bronze – and, figuratively, push aside
the builds that are not in contention
as per the IPMS guidelines (glue
showing, poor paint, decals wrong,
etc.). In previous years, builders

(continued on page 6)
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Meeting
(continued from page 4)

could enter as many models as they
wanted in a contest. This takes too
long so, now, more shows are limiting
the number of entries saving time.
Steve then assigned each group to
a Class/Category on the table. For
example, my group included Robert
B plus Mark G and we were judging
tanks first. With a copy of the IPMS
guidelines in hand, we perused 4
model tanks on the judging table.
Group 2 were judging jets and Group
3 were judging cars.
To keep this article shorter, we went
over the guideline’s basics and details
while looking at the entries. Without finding any obvious basic flaws,
we went to the detail guideline and

2 Modelers

(continued from page 4)
project, and storing them away for
the time being, he would begin to
draw up blueprints of the airplane
in question. Good thing he was an
aeronautical engineer. Bill is a very
patient and highly skilled craftsman
when it comes to not only drawing
up plans for the project, but also in
the actual construction of the project.
He said that it usually took him just
over a year to complete one model.
What I admired about Bill was he
never flaunted his skills. In the years
I knew him before I moved, I never
once heard a negative word out of
him. It was obvious by the quality of
his work that he was a multi-winner
during contests. He once told me that
he felt uncomfortable about always
winning so many awards he stopped
entering his pieces for competition.
He might bring them to a contest,
but just for show.

eliminated 1 model from contention. From there it was looking very
closely at each of the other 3 to assign
Gold, Silver, and Bronze. Once this
was done by each of the 3 groups,
we all collectively moved to the next
Class/Category on the judging table.
Here is an interesting note. I spoke
with a few of the other judges after
the class, and in the jet category, his
group picked a slightly different set
of winners. This is how IPMS judging
works as each judge will see something different than the others.
I believe we all felt the judging class
went very well as we had a chance to
go through at least 2 judging cycles
with all of our questions answered by
Steve. Sehr Gut, Stëve! n
-Jeff Maples
paint scheme, how he liked the way
they applied the paint or the decals.
He was full of encouragement and if
he was asked questions for suggestions on how better to do this or that,
Bill would present ideas that worked
for him and so maybe they could try
it that way and see what happens.
He was this way with not just new or
younger modelers, but with everyone.
New or seasoned, if you wanted help
or ideas, Bill was always willing to
be available and would spend quality
time with you.
Two highly skilled, quality master
modelers with two very different approaches to modeling. I believe that
how one approaches modeling will
reflect on how affective a mentor one
can be. Or maybe not. Not everyone
is cut out to be a mentor, but everyone has the potential to be one. The
willingness to be patient and take the
time with someone if asked for your
ideas or suggestions is the beginning.
Share your skills and experiences and
pass on the knowledge. It will help
strengthen the hobby, and fine tune
your abilities as well.

SitRep

by Mark Gray

Armorcon 2022
Oct 7, 2022 to Oct 8, 2022
Wyndham Hotel, Southbury, CT
Saturday, 18 June, 2022
2022 South Carolina
Scale Model Mega Show
“The Atomic Age”
SCNG Armory
Bluff Road in Columbia, SC
https://scmegashow.com
No other AMPS shows in our immediate area
Since we have our show coming up,
I thought a bit on how AMPS judges
might be in order.
I am an AMPS trained judge, and in
my experience their process of judging is very slow. Not bad, just slow.
Below is from their website. n
-Mark Gray
AMPS Judging Principles

AMPS created a unique system to both
judge the model and honor the modeler
for artistic achievement and historical
accuracy. It is a peer evaluation and
mentoring and not a performance
critique by experts. The system groups
modelers that have similar skill levels and
talents and rates the model in relation
to the ability of the modeler rather than
against the work of another modeler.
The skill levels are Junior, Basic, Intermediate, Advanced and Master.
Each model is reviewed and evaluated
on its own merits and never compared to
another one.
Established criteria determine the scoring
of the model and qualify the modeler for
Bronze, Silver and Gold awards. Each
model is judged by a team of judges that
score the model independently and the
lowest score among the team is dropped.
Constructive feedback is provided that
sets a path to becoming a better, more
skilled modeler.

When it came to the younger builders, Bill was a gem. He loved working
Which kind of mentor do YOU want
with new or young modelers, always
to be? n
praising their efforts and asking
-David Stiteler
them questions about their choice of
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My first step when making a metal
figure is to clean it up. Do any filing
and trimming necessary with miniature needle files. I don’t use sandpaper because it’s usually a small area
that needs a little sanding. The figure
will come with a metal base but I like
to add a wooden base underneath
to give it more support. Once I add
the two bases together. I use Gorilla
Super glue so it does not take long to
dry. I will cover the metal base with
Vallejo Acrylic light gray primer. I
will give it a hour to dry and then
start painting using Acrylic Vallejo
paints. I like starting bottom and
start working my way up. I will add
the main body of the figure to the
base and cover him in Vallejo light
gray primer. I will also be adding
parts to him as I go along and paint
with light gray primer. I also like the
light gray primer for the eyes.
The Volunteer has a lot of parts. He
has several weapons and necessaries. He is supposed to be Mel Gibson
from the movie Patriot. The figure
came with two heads one with and
the other without a hat. I chose the
one with hat to give him more of a
Colonial look. I use several Acrylic
Vallejo colors for this figure. I
painted the legs and torso first. Then
added his equipment. Then I added
his arms. By doing this in that order
nothing got in the way when gluing parts. The last add would be the
head. I would paint the face separate
from the main body. I use several
magnifying glasses! For the pupils
I use a bobby pin with a little bit of
black paint to add the pupils. Once
the Figure is complete, I spray a coat
of clear flat from Krylon. I had fun
building the kit. Andrea miniatures
are a good quality white metal kits
made in Spain. Another good quality
white metal kits is Pegaso which is
made in Italy. n
-Robert Brackin

(Above) The Finished piece in action
(above left) Starting the clean up
(left) Two heads are better than one
(left below) As stated, without the
arms make painting easier . . but
pointing harder
(below) Starting the base
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“Cactus Wildcat”

by Alan Welch

Everyone knows, or should know at
least, the history of the Grumman
F4F Wildcat, the fighter that held
the Pacific until even more capable
aircraft could be designed, developed
and deployed. So I wanted to do a
really good job on this build. This
was the first build I tried to do some
“super-detailing” on once I restarted
building in my retirement.
So I started with a good kit, the
Hasegawa model, and I decided to
make a non-specific aircraft, one of
the multitude of anonymous fighters
desperately trying to stem Japanese
advance. My mindset was one of the
Navy fighters transfered to Henderson Field when their carrier was
damaged or worse.
You know, Operation Watchtower.
Like I said, I started with a good kit,
but there were some things that annoyed me. One of which I could look
up through the wheel wells and out
through the cockpit . . . . so I had to
do something.
Fortunately, Airfix had recently
released their own version of the
Wildcat which included that very
bulkhead I needed so I bought one
and quickly made a mold and cast
my own bulkhead for the Hasegawa
build. (Which had the added advantage of now I have another Wildcat
to build, one that looks to be even
better.)
First things first, the cockpit. I sprung
for an aftermarket cockpit tub from
Aires. I have to admit, I loved building it, up to a point. Some of the
parts did not correspond with the
instructions but the detailing and
fiddly bits all built up into a beauti-

(Above) The Aires cockpit tub, awesome in it’s detail and beautiful in it’s
complexity and . . . well, just read the article.
ful little build all on it’s own. I would
You can’t see any of the beautiful
have been happy just to display the
detail inside because of the high fusecockpit on it’s onesies and, in retrolage sides and small cockpit opening!
spect, I might have been better off
All of the extra effort and time and
doing just that
money spent for nothing.
We’ll come back to this business in
just a bit.
Onto the bird itself. This was a
Hasegawa kit, so you know it went
together just fine. I was even able
to adapt the home made bulkhead
into the fuselage and went rocking
right along until I got to the point of
inserting the cockpit.

But at least I know it’s all in there.
So, along to the next bit, I started
work on the wings. Most of the wings
were just fine . . . except for the 4 .50
cal guns, they were the usual rounded tipped plastic rods so I replaced
them with my own gun barrels made
(continued on page 10)

And, of course, it would not fit.
Lord knows I tried. Now I know what
you are going to say, “Gosh Al, if you
had not added that extra bulkhead . .
.”. But no. That was not the problem.
The problem was that the cockpit tub
was too wide to allow the fuselage
halves to fit together, so after much
filing and sanding and carving and
parts removal I finally did, indeed,
manage to close the fuselage halves
around the beautifully detailed cockpit tub. And that’s when I discovered
the next issue.

(Above) Al’s scratch created .50
machine guns, here in their natural,
unpainted brassness.
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“Cactus Wildcat”
(continued from page 3)
from two thicknesses of brass tubing,
one slid inside the other and slightly
protruding, which improved the look
significantly.
The rest of the build was pretty
straight forward except I wanted to
portray a well used Wildcat flying
from Henderson Field. So, in addition to some weathering and a dirt
wash I felt the plane needed some
repaired battle damage.
I simulated this by slicing some appropriately size pieces of masking
tape and applying them in areas that
appeared correct to my eye, then
spraying a covering of slightly darker
blue over them, along with one “replacement” Aileron. I did this so the
original blue I painted the wings and
fuselage would appear even more sun
bleached and weathered.
Finally, I even hung one photo-etch
shoulder strap out the side of the
cockpit to give it an even more “ready
for action” appearance.

(Above) An overhead view to show the battle damage, (repaired), and weathering. I wanted to give her a tired look but was afraid that letting the wings
droop might but one step beyond.
(below) A different angle and a closer in shot so as to give you a chance to see
all the great detail and effort put into the after market cockpit tub . . . . . so,
what do you think?

I like the look it gave the build.
So that’s my “Cactus Air force” F4F
Wildcat. A feisty little bird struggling
to hold it’s own against a superior
force. Surely one of the great stories
from World War Two.
Thanks Grumman. Thanks, you
Marine and Naval aviators. Thanks
Eduard photo etch. Thanks Hasegawa. Thanks Airfix Martlet kit . . . . .
oh, yeah, and thanks Aires. n
-Alan Welch

There is always light at the
end of the tunnel - if there
isn’t, it’s not a tunnel.
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PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT
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Eastern Carolina Plastic Modelers
MODEL
REGISTRATION

2022 DownEastCon
CATCH ’22
Theme:
q Catch ’22*
q Heller vs Heller*
q No Theme

NOTE: A separate registration form must be completed and
submitted for each model to be entered into competition.

Builder#: ______ Entry#: ________
Class #: ______ Category#: _______
Name/Scale of Build: ____________________________
Kit(s) Used: ___________________________________
Notes: _______________________________________

PLEASE

_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________

PRINT

_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________

LEGIBLY

_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
*If your Heller kit also participated in the Italian
Campaign check both boxes.

Fold Here

Model Builder Registration

09/09/2021

If a registered model also qualifies to be in a theme (see theme descriptions on
page 1 and Rule 13) the builder can register said model(s) in its appropriate category(ies) plus check off the Catch ‘22 box and/or the Heller box on the registration form. Then the model(s) will be judged for both category and theme(s). If the
theme box(es) are not checked, then the model(s) will only be judged within the
registered category(ies). For all theme models, documentation must be with the
model.

Email: _____________________________________________________

Telephone: _________________________________________________

Address: ___________________________________________________

Name: _____________________________________________________

I.P.M.S. Member? o Club Affiliation: ____________________________

(If you are entering more than one model please fill out this section on
the first entry, then you only need to write your name on the subsequent
forms)
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(above) The start of the meeting and a table full of builds for the
judges training class.
(right) Steve Kasza: As Steve stated, ‘Another month and another group of builds (Steve builds very quickly). First up was
his Revell Germany 1:144 Canadian CF/A-18. Steve pointed out
that the decals are large and are the lion’s share of the model’s
presentation, but they went on very well.
(below) Jeff Maples brought in his 1:72 Airfix Bf 109E-4. This
model is built for the IPMS Raleigh Eagle Squadron BKB (Basic
Kit Build) group build. This 109 is depicting Oberleutnant Josef
Priller’s Yellow 1 that he flew in the BoB (summer of 1940). You
can read more about this 109 in next month’s issue
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(above, below and . . . . well, this page!) Another of the FIVE (5) builds (for those of you keeping count), a scratch built
(except for the turret) armored recon car to be used in hot climates but only 2 prototypes were built. I guess Steve’s
build would be the third (but much, much, smaller). Steve said he would not even try to say the German name for
the vehicle, so Herr Gottfried Mäples gave it a shot (no longer allowed in the chapter facbook page) try. With perfect
diction, GM read aloud - Leichte Panzerspähwagen für Tropen. Suddenly, the room exploded with cheers of ‘Sehr gut,
Herr Mäples!’ as we toasted with our always on hand beer steins of Weihenstephan Hefe Weissbier.
(Editor’s note: The above caption was mostly written by Jeff Maples and does not necessarily represent the feelings
and beliefs of the rest of the editorial staff . . . but we like Jeff and humor him anyway).
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(left and below) Yet another Kazsa
completion is Tamiya French Light
Tank AMX-13 which Steve stated was ‘a
little build’. He added some wires and
the usual stuff to it (his words). Steve’s
production rate boggles the rest of us we
being merely mortals.

(right) The length of the gun makes me
think that maybe the designer had an
issue with inadequacy or potency or
something.

(left) Another Kasza build is Bronco’s
‘God’s Blessing’ (1:35). Steve built this
for a retired chaplain. The kit comes as
a figure set but Steve changed it up a
bit to help the poses some. The military
vehicle does not come with the figure set,
so Steve used a highly detailed Tamiya
US Jeep Willys MB in 1:35. The Hobby
Chest Token is holding the place for the
Colonel’s emblem to come in. Then the
diorama will be complete.
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(right) Dennis Morey showed that with
careful work and attention to detail
even an aged, less that top of the line kit
can be finished in fine style and built
into an attractive display. Here is Lindberg’s venerable Messerschmitt Me-410
in 1/72.

(left) A closer view demonstrates one
doesn’t need lots of P.E and resin to produce a first class build. Good work and
meticulous painting go a long way. Nice
work, Dennis. Using the stand to show it
as if in flight is a nice touch.

(right) Another view of Steve’s small diorama,
placed again because it’s Memorial Day
weekend and we should really remember
what Memorial Day really stands for.
Thank you all for the freedoms we enjoy.
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(right) Alan Welch: Alan actually
finished something. Even he was surprised. So, the newly finished model
is a MPM 1:72 Ryan PT-20 trainer.
Alan stated the kit went together
pretty well and it comes with 2 options – regular fixed landing gear or
twin floats.

(left) Alan wimped out on the floats
mainly because the strut assembly
consisted of individual pieces and,
besides, he had just finished a twin float
aircraft, the Curtis F11-C. He likes that
look of the PT-20 as it is such an early
example of what is now considered classic aviation. The only addition by Alan
was replacing the kit supplied exhaust
with brass tubing.

(left) Dennis Morey brought in a number of completed builds including this
1/72 Airfix Focke-Wulf Fw-190 A-8.
The bird is build straight from the box
including the kit decals. (Love that long
snake) Black 11 is a worthy addition to
any collection.
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(right) Another aged, Lindberg kit by
Dennis Morey showed up Saturday, the
Dornier Do-335 in 1/72. I really like
that Dennis tackles these older kit and
produces a fine build despite the age of
the kit. Lead sinkers for the nose and after market decals were needed to finish
her but here she is in all her finery.

(left) 1:48 Hobby Boss Me 262U-5 photo
recon jet with cameras under front of
the nose by Seve Kasza. Though, Steve
claims that many online comments state
that Hobby Boss is not well liked but
he likes them and feels this Me 262 kit
is one of the best. The camo lines were
Model Master Enamel paints sprayed
from an Iwata airbrush with 2.2 needle
at 12-14 PSI. Enamels work better with
a continuous line because the tip won’t
dry out like acrylics do.

(right) Another FW-190 A-8, this time
by Dragon and in the larger 1/48th
scale. Dennis Morey built her with
Home Defense belly bands and a softer
splinter camo. I’m especially fond of the
spinner spiral on this one.
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A sincere and heartfelt apology

William Reece brought in 3 builds which were all on the Judging Table (see on page 12 of this newsletter). All of
3 of William’s builds are in 1:48. The first was his Hasegawa Zero (not pictured, apologies William), which won
William 3rd place at the 1996 IPMS Nationals in Virginia Beach. William had to mix own IJN color of light greygreen used by the Japanese on the Zero as there were no manufactured paints available to him at the time of the
build. Sitting next to the Zero was his Hasegawa Oscar (again not pictured, I am unworthy) painted in Japanese
camo which used a solid bare metal fuselage and wings (William used Floquil enamel paint called Old Silver)
then airbrushed spots in dark green (also enamel) over the Old Silver. His third build was a Hawk 81-A-2 which is
a Curtiss P-40. This was an Academy kit, but the lower middle section is the Monogram kit grafted on by William. He stated that it seems like Academy forgot to put a middle underneath. Apparently, it was just terrible.
(editor’s note: In my own defense these all went directly to the judges training table and I never got close enough to
attempt a photo shoot. But folks, there were really beautiful you should have seen them!)

(above) The business end of one of Dennis Morey’s FW-190 showing the
beautiful spiral decoration on the spinner. This was the bomber destroyer version which traded maneuverability for firepower. (Note the
gun pods slung underneath the wings) Also of note are the two “fingers”
sticking up out of the wing upper surfaces. The are indicators that the
landing gear is down and locked. Landing without them showing was
usually a very bad idea.
(right) Another view of Steve’ Me-262 strictly for the “WOW”factor of
the paint scheme.
Yeah . . . . . WOW!
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The IPMS Nationals are scheduled
for 2022 and registration is open.
Once again the event moves back to
Nebraska and is scheduled to take
place July 20-23, 2022

The official announcement is:
IPMS NATIONALS
La Vista Conference Center
12520 Westport Parkway
La Vista,
Nebraska 68128

and everything you want to know
can be found on the official website
which can be found here:
https://ipmsusa2022.com/ n

-Editor

PO Box 1411
Riverview, FL 33568-1411
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Once on the Hampton
Inn, Havelock home
page, enter the dates
for the length of time
you need for the show.
ECPM has a block of
rooms on hold at a
special ECPM rate for
up to 2 nights – July
8th and July 9th. Once
you have selected your
check-in and checkout dates then please
request how many
rooms are needed and
how many guests are
staying. Next, click
on the button labeled
Special Rates where
you will see the Group
Code box and type in
mod (Yes, mod is your
group code). Lastly,
click on the Check
Rooms & Rates button.

Editor’s Note:
Little more than a month to go until
CATCH ‘22 and the excitement is
really building I’m personally looking
forward to seeing a lot of old friends
and meeting some new ones at the
show. We have an even dozen vendors and Blue Ox Games will have a
Paint ‘n Take table for small figures!
We are into our second month of
competition judging classes so at
NOON, July 9th, our crack team of
highly trained and motivated judges
can leap into action to honestly and
fairly pick the winners in our next
DownEastCon . . . . . have I mentioned this event before?

ECPM has secured discounted rooms
at the Hampton Inn, approximately
1/10 of a mile (walking distance) in
front of the Havelock Center.

Please let us know if
you are having trouble making reservations and we will do what we can
to help. This info is also online:

We will also have tables for other regional model clubs, after all, it might
be more convenient for folk to go to
Wilmington or if your interest is
really ship (only) models or railroads there are other clubs in the region and we want to boost the hobby,
not just our chapter.

There are two ways to book your
room – Call the hotel directly or
reserve online.

https://www.ecpmod.com/motelreservations.html

Although boosting our own chapter
is a really good thing too.

We have just added even more reasons to come to the DownEastCon.
(I know, I know, but we so enjoy this)
So don’t be shy, they can be found at:

Our raffle is looking great! Raffle
Meister David Mohr is satisfied that
our raffle is larger and has merchandize in general of higher quality
than the raffle held in 2018.

1. Call 252-447-9400 and tell the
front desk your reservation dates
of July 8th and/or July 9th and give
them the code Eastern Carolina Pla.
OR

https://www.ecpmod.com/
downeastcon-2022.html

2. GOOGLE IN YOUR BROWSER:
Hampton Inn Havelock, and click on
their WEBSITE*

Cheers. n

-Editor

I truly love belonging to this great
chapter. What a fine group of guys to
enjoy this hobby with. n
-Editor

Don’t forget, next month’s meeting will be Saturday, June 18, 2022, 12:00 noon till 2:00 at
the Fairfield Harbor Fire Department, 585 Broad. Creek Rd. Please bring your new builds
and any work-in-progress projects. And check your email and the chapter website in
case changes are made in time and/or date.
Isn’t it time you joined IPMS? http://www.ipmsusa3.org/uploads/ipms_application_form_2019.pdf
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